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 English is no longer the language of only so-called native speakers of English (e.g. 

Americans, British, Australians, and so on) because the number of native speakers is already 

outnumbered by non-native speakers of English. It has already become a global language which is 

not only a means of disseminating new knowledge in any field throughout the world but also a 

means for intercultural communication.  

 Despite the fact that indigenous languages are on the verge of extinction, there is a craze of 

learning English among students and parents also aspire to educate their children in English 

medium schools. This aspiration has been already reflected in the educational language policy of 

the Ministry of Education (MoE) to introduce English from Grade One in community schools. The 

number of schools switching to English medium is increasing every year. On the other hand, 

English is both subject and medium of instruction from pre-primary level in private schools. 

However, there are many challenges to teach English to students who come from various linguistic 

and cultural backgrounds. 

 English language can foster intercultural communication among the children from diverse 

cultural as well as linguistic backgrounds. Focusing on the importance of children’s prior 

knowledge, teachers of English should capitalize multicultural experiences that children bring into 

the classroom while teaching English. Teaching of English should be contextual and we need to 

educate children about the nature of English in relation to society. This clearly indicates that to 

address the expectations and experiences of children from diverse cultural backgrounds, teachers’ 

role as a passive-technician is not enough rather they have to be a transformative intellectual. 
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Teachers should understand that classroom is socially constructed and historically situated and they 

should create such an environment where students from various backgrounds can get opportunities 

to utilize their prior knowledge. 

Effective Teaching for the Multicultural Classroom 

 One of the challenges facing faculty committed to creating a transformative curriculum is 

how to design a learning community that is reflective of both our multicultural society and 

individual differences among citizens. To teach students to participate effectively in a democratic 

and pluralistic society, one needs to respond to the needs of various groups within our classes as 

well as to individual students. Thus, the pedagogical challenge of individualism and diversity 

within the classroom mirrors that same challenge within the larger American society. 

 Every classroom is a cultural community reflective of the disciplines and perspectives 

studied, the authors, the students, and the teacher. One can argue that successful learning requires 

an intercultural approach where students are responsible for listening (and reading and 

experiencing) to understand--both the perspectives of others (peers, authors, faculty) and for 

understanding their own perspectives and how they acquired them. Students can come to 

understand that learning is about the generation, mutual reflection, and critiquing and expanding of 

ideas and concepts, and that this is most effectively done in a collaborative and non-competitive 

environment. 

 One effective approach to this challenge is to attend to the variety of learning styles in any 

college classroom. Understanding multiple learning styles allows one to focus on individual 

students' own learning styles; sub-groups within a classroom community; and the class as a 

learning community. 

 Even in the most transformed classes, however, faculty are often unaware of the variety of 

pedagogies that can produce enhanced learning for students and faculty and that can facilitate 

growth in intellectual complexity and capacity. One useful resource is the analysis of learning 
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styles by David Kolb. He suggests a four-step model of learning--a movement through four phases: 

concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation.  

 Each of these phases in the learning cycle is associated with particular "ways of knowing" 

and of constructing judgments. It is important to remember, however, that Kolb theorized four 

distinct, but interrelated, learning strategies. He suggests that learning is not complete unless 

students, in effect, "go around the learning phases" and see the connections among experience, 

reflection, theory, and practical applications. It is crucial that they see ultimately how they might 

put knowledge into action. Teachers can make students explicitly aware of how they and others 

learn; they can discuss strengths and weaknesses in various learning methods. Teachers can help 

students develop capacities in all four learning styles regardless of individual preferences for some 

styles over others. How can an understanding of learning styles contribute to effective teaching in 

the multicultural classroom in particular? 

 Students can take a "Learning Styles Inventory" and study their own individual results as 

well as a class summary that indicates where all members of the learning community are located in 

this model. Using this device, students can reflect on such concepts as "the dominant culture" and 

its influence; on the existence of "minority cultures" within a larger culture; on similarities and 

clashes between and among cultures; and on the necessity to use multiple learning methods to 

achieve a more complete understanding of complex problems. Student can also learn that there are 

patterns of values, speech, preferences, and behaviors associated with different cultures, and they 

can learn that there are as many differences within cultural groups as there are across different 

cultures. This helps students break down cultural stereotypes in the society as a whole. 

 Using these methods, students learn that they each may have a unique learning pattern and 

this realization of their own "multiple subjectivities" can help them understand the multiple and 

interlocking identities in the people and groups around them. The classroom then becomes a living 

laboratory for negotiating individual and group differences as well as for negotiating ideas about 

the content and concepts of the class. Not all negotiations are easy, but the work to listen and to 
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learn across both similarities and differences can only produce better and more effective learning 

for all students in a multicultural world. 

Conclusion: 

 In general, English teachers are not simply in-charges of classroom but also agents for 

social change. They can also contribute to foster democracy and critical thinking skill by creative 

inclusive learning environment where students can exercise their values, assumptions and identities 

shaped by local, national and global socio-cultural settings and expectations. 

 Finally I would like to conclude three major issues regarding teaching of English. First, 

there is an urgent need of taking the ownership of English rather than considering it as a ‘foreign’ 

language (in literal sense, not in pedagogical and political sense). Since there is a craze of learning 

English even in rural areas of the country, we have to closely observe how English is being 

produced (Spoken and Written) to indentify our own variety of English. Second, we have to work 

hard on designing syllabuses, writing textbooks and producing learning materials which address 

expectations of children from multilingual and multicultural backgrounds. Third, we have to 

explore more opportunities and should try developing alternative ways of teaching to foster 

students’ creative and critical thinking skills. Overall, we have to deconstruct the tradition that 

confines English in the classroom, break the rules that make students produce only minimal 

language (formulaic speech), smash the hierarchy between teachers and students to foster two-way 

communication, demolish monolithic and mono-cultural world view to advance intercultural 

communication and forget prescriptions of any method to instill critical thinking skills for 

independent learning in students. 
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